COLD SPELLS AND CAVEATS

Ulf Büntgen and Lena Hellmann

The Little Ice Age in Scientific Perspective: Cold Spells and Caveats  In “The Waning of the Little Ice Age: Climate Change in Early Modern Europe,” Kelly and Ó Gráda argue that European temperature estimates extending back into late medieval times contain no major breaks, cycles, or trends, that could be associated with a Little Ice Age (LIA). They use a selection of frost fairs and contracting glaciers, as well as disappearing British vineyards and Arctic colonies, to imply the irrelevance of climate forcing and sequential cooling. The first sentence of their abstract in this issue’s table of contents, aptly, if skeptically, posits the existence of a cool LIA period and its putative consequences for economic, political, and cultural history, far beyond the realm of climatology: “The supposed ramifications of the Little Ice Age, a period of cooling temperatures straddling several centuries in northwestern Europe, reach far beyond meteorology into economic, political, and cultural history.” Clearly, the issues surrounding the LIA are complex.¹

This comment on their article points to several factors that challenge the hypothesis of a missing palaeoclimatic signal for the
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¹ In addition to their article in this issue, see also Morgan Kelly and Cormac Ó Gráda, “Change Points and Temporal Dependence in Reconstructions of Annual Temperature: Did Europe Experience a Little Ice Age?” working paper 2012/10 (University College Dublin Centre for Economic Research, 2012), available at www.ucd.ie/economics/research.
Avoiding semantical digressions and quibbles about the quality and suitability of Kelly and Ó Gráda’s evidence in support their argument, we instead provide independent evidence of several temperature depressions that occurred between c. 1350 and 1900 in different regions of the globe. Nevertheless, we are well aware of the various sources of uncertainty that can emerge from the decreasing quality and quantity of the proxy evidence in the passage of time, together with the methodological constraints involved in preserving the full-amplitude range and spatial extent of the high-to-low-frequency dynamics of climate in the past. Moreover, we are particularly sensitive to the complexity of linking climate variability with human history; any straightforward comparison that supposes simple causal determination and disregards other contributing factors, such as sociocultural and medical stressors, seriously risks exceeding the evidence.

A proper approach to these issues requires a brief review of the literature about the onset of LIA research, as well as a survey of the latest evidence of global-scale and Holocene-long temperature change along with a more regional assessment. This preliminary exposition lays the groundwork for a discussion about the evolution of climate across the European Alps during the last millennium, and the extent to which external forcings have exerted influence on it. Throughout, we cannot lose sight of the data-related and methodologically induced uncertainties associated with the spatiotemporal nature of the LIA.

THE ORIGINS OF THE LITTLE ICE AGE THEORY. At this juncture, the LIA is a well-established conception in glaciology and climatology, having been introduced almost eighty years ago by Matthes in 1939. This earliest mention, in relation to glacier dynamics in the Sierra Nevada, California, received more official notice in an article by Moss in 1951. Follow-up studies generally relied on observations of late-Holocene glacial advances in the United States and elsewhere. Lamb, however, concentrated on Europe, describing a relatively cool period with reduced harvests and abandoned villages.²

In 1967, Porter and Denton criticized the term *little ice age*, proposing that it be replaced with *neoglaciation* in light of a prolonged period of glacial expansion during the Holocene. Although Manley and Landsberg were to question the term and its temporal application again years later, the notion of an LIA applied to the period roughly between the sixteenth and the mid-nineteenth century, when many of the world’s glaciers expanded, was relatively secure. Nevertheless, a clear link between the glacier-based LIA theory and cooler temperatures remained debatable. In fact, the complex relationship between climate and glacial change, including different response lags, evoked different orientations to the LIA in glaciology and climatology. Glaciology focused on a longer period of glacial advance from roughly 1300 to 1950 A.D., especially in the European Alps, depending mostly on winter precipitation, whereas climatology looked at summer temperatures, which were significantly lower from around 1570 to 1900 than they were to become later. Above and beyond these temporal issues are uncertainties related to the spatial dimension of the LIA. In the 1980s, Landsberg claimed that LIA cooling was not global, whereas Grove suggested a coherent large-scale temperature depression that justified a common name.3

Contrary to Kelly and Ó Gráda, none of the studies cited above defines the LIA by temperature breaks, cycles, or trends; nor was the LIA’s birthplace almost 100 years ago in Europe. Kelly and Ó Gráda claim to have screened all of the available millennium-
long temperature reconstructions without finding any statistical
evidence for breaks, trends, and cycles in European weather that
would justify the LIA. Not only, however, do they fail to produce
any of these records and analyses; they also fail to make an impor-
tant distinction between climate and weather, the latter being un-
suitable to account for much more than stochastic noise. Further-
more, they ignore a rich scientific foundation for the LIA when
they question the value of anecdotal confirmation of cooler epi-
sodes between the fourteenth and nineteenth centuries.

More specifically, Kelly and Ó Gráda’s reliance on continuous
annual estimates of Central European winter and summer tempera-
tures, based on abundant documentary sources from the past five
centuries, probably overestimates the ability of such records to mir-
ror the full range of low-frequency climate variability on timescales
greater than decades. Dependence on the value and extent of exist-
ing sources, as well as on their methodological interpretation,
for the structure of climate indices reveals a key weakness of
documentary-based climate reconstructions, commonly known in
tree-ring research as “segment length curse.” This methodological
restriction, a by-product of splicing various individual sources to-
gether, affects the preservation of long-term trends beyond the
length of the discrete report. For example, personal accounts of
weather extremes are generally constrained to a fraction of an indi-
vidual’s lifespan, thus serving as an inadequate signification of
lower-frequency variability.4

Finally, Kelly and Ó Gráda wrongly declare that neither Euro-
pean nor Northern Hemispheric temperature reconstructions re-
veal a decline from around A.D. 1635 to 1665—a period roughly
matching the Maunder Minimum of decreased solar activity and
increased volcanic eruptions. Distinct temperature depressions
during the seventeenth century are typical features in many re-

4 Petr Dobrovolná et al., “Monthly, Seasonal and Annual Temperature Reconstructions
for Central Europe Derived from Documentary Evidence and Instrumental Records since
AD 1500,” Climatic Change, CI (2010), 69–107; Rudolf Brázdil et al., “Historical Climatology
in Europe—State of the Art,” ibid., LXX (2005), 363–430; Philip D. Jones et al., “High-
Resolution Palaeoclimatology of the Last Millennium: A Review of Current Status and Fu-
ture Prospects,” The Holocene, XIX (2009), 3–49; Giovanna Battipaglia et al., “Five Centuries
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Length Curse’ in Long Tree-Ring Chronology Development for Palaeoclimatic Studies,”
gional- and global-scale studies, whether or not they include time-series smoothing to which Kelly and Ó Gráda object. 

**NEW LINES OF EVIDENCE** Glaciologically and/or climatologically defined intervals require a broad spatial and temporal context for their evaluation. A recent multi-proxy compilation suggests that global temperatures reached their Holocene minimum in the nineteenth century. Evidence from seventy-three regional records indicates a relatively warm early Holocene from around 10,000 to 5,000 years ago, followed by a cooling trend through the middle to late Holocene, culminating in temperatures reaching their coolest point around 200 years ago—the LIA (see Figure 1). Kelly and Ó Gráda argue that their global temperature reconstruction for the past 1,500 years is indistinguishable, within uncertainty bands, from the Common Era large-scale approach of Mann et al. in 2009, relating the LIA temperature depression to a roughly 2 °C change in the North Atlantic. 

A closer look at continent-wide and millennium-long temperature variability discovers a wide range of interannual to multidecadal disagreement in past variability. Nevertheless, the grand average global mean reveals cold conditions in the nineteenth century, well synchronized across all of the continents. A clear picture of relatively warm temperatures between medieval and recent times, separated by prolonged cooling in between, derives from the Arctic, Asia, and Australasia (see Figure 2). A more complicated picture originates from South America, where strong multidecadal to centennial temperature changes distinguished the entire past millennium. In summary, pre-LIA temperatures from 1000 to 1349 were warmer than LIA temperatures from 1350 to 1899 on all six continents (Figure 2). Post-LIA conditions from 1900 to the present were warmer throughout the world, with the exception of Ant-

---


arctica where recent temperatures are still fluctuating below earlier levels, possibly reflecting effects of climate inertia from the surrounding oceans, although the causal mechanism is still uncertain. 7

Focusing on the European Alps, at least two independent proxy archives—glaciers and tree rings—exhibit a clear picture of relatively warm medieval and recent temperatures interrupted by a period of cooling (see Figure 3). Numerous recent and relict tree-ring-width measurements from the Austrian Alps allow interannual to multicentennial variations in summer temperature to be reconstructed for the past 2,500 years. This record indicates considerable natural variability during the past millennium (see Figure 3B), but

Fig. 2 Annual and Twenty-Year, Low-Pass-Filtered, Continental-Scale Temperature Reconstructions

Notes and sources: Figure reproduced from PAGES 2k Consortium, “Continental-Scale Temperature Variability During the Past Two Millennia,” *Nature Geoscience*, VI (2013), 503, doi:10.1038/ngeo1834. The Asian and Antarctic records are exclusively based on tree rings and glaciers, respectively; all other compilations use multi-proxy approaches. Horizontal bars refer to pre-, key-, and post-lIA periods (1000 to 1349, 1350 to 1899, and 1900 to the present). Associated numbers indicate the relative differences after normalizing each record over the past millennium, whereas numbers in parenthesis reflect the corresponding temperature changes with respect to the period from 1961 to 1990.
it also reflects relatively warm conditions before c. 1250 and after c. 1850.8

An independent line of evidence derives from an exclusive collection of maximum latewood-density measurements from nearly 200 individual core samples of high-elevation larch trees (*Larix decidua* Mill.), including various living treeline stands and historical buildings in the western Swiss Alps. These data show high temperatures in the tenth and thirteenth centuries that resemble twentieth-century conditions (Figure 3B). These warm periods were divided by relatively cooler conditions from c. 1350 to 1700. Six of the ten warmest decades between 755 and 2004 occurred in the twentieth century. The maximum temperature amplitude for the past 1,250 years is estimated to be 3.1 °C between the warmest (1940s) and coldest (1810s) decades. The reconstruction captures the coldest and warmest single years—1816 and 2003, respectively. Comparison with large-scale reconstructions confirms decadal to longer-term agreement. Furthermore, warm (cold) summers generally matched episodes of high (low) solar activity.9

Fossil chironomids—non-biting midges from varved sedimentary layers in Lake Silvaplana, Swiss Alps—enabled an estimation of mean temperatures in July back to 1032 A.D. This record, indicating roughly 1 °C warmer conditions during medieval times in contrast to the modern reference period from 1961 to 1990 (see Figure 3C), divides the l1a into three fairly cold phases—roughly, 1260 to 1480, 1510 to 1720, and 1730 to 1780. These fluctuations coincide to some extent with independently reconstructed tem-

perature changes in Switzerland, Europe, and even the Northern Hemisphere.¹⁰

Superimposed on the sun, which is generally considered an important driving force of the earth’s climate system, are volcanic eruptions (see Figure 3D). Although the regional character of both climate reconstructions and forcing agents does not always permit the inference of systematic relationships, detailed analyses generally suggest a cooling of several years following primarily tropical events. The most prominent example is the “Year without Summer” (1816), after the Tambora eruption in Indonesia. Hence, the reconstructed long-term variations in Alpine summer temperature mimic solar activity; higher-frequency fluctuations often coincide with the timing of volcanic eruptions, which may even mask the sun/climate relationship.¹¹

Linking dendro-examples with regional length and mass-balance approximations of the Great-Aletsch glacier exhibits a high level of long-term coherency (see Figure 3E). Fluctuations on multidecadal to centennial timescales describe a first extension in the fourteenth century, followed by a retreat from c. 1450 to 1600 and two more advances in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. These ups and downs during the LIA likely refer to modifications in atmospheric circulation patterns during the Wolf, Maunder, and Dalton solar minima, the last of which probably expressed the most extended Alpine glacier advance of the Holocene.¹²
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**Fig. 3A** Low-frequency Estimates of Solar Activity (Purple Line) and Sunspot Activity (Pink Line)

**Fig. 3B** Reconstructions of June–August and April–September Temperature Anomalies from Tree-Ring Width (Orange) and Maximum Latewood Density (Red) (with Respect to the 1901–2000 Reference Period)

**Fig. 3C** Chironomid-Inferred Mean July Temperatures

**Fig. 3D** Estimates of the Radiative Forcing of Volcanic Eruptions

**Fig. 3E** Length Fluctuations and Fifty-Year-Average Mass Balance (Light Blue Boxes) of the Great-Aletsch Glacier

**Notes and Sources**  
*Figure 3A* Solar activity from Thomas J. Crowley, “Causes of Climate Change over the Past 1000 Years,” *Science*, CCXCV (2000), 270–277; sunspot numbers from Ilya Usoskin et al., “Millennium-Scale Sunspot Number Reconstruction: Evidence for an
Glacial retreats comparable to the most recent one have been reconstructed for medieval times. However, cumulative tongue-length fluctuations of the Great-Aletsch, and several other Alpine glaciers, resembling low-frequency temperature variations and thus contributing to our understanding of past amplitude ranges, are attended with a high level of causal uncertainty. Nevertheless, the Great-Aletsch glacier, the largest and best-documented glacier in the world, possesses a long history of advances and retreats recorded by radiocarbon and tree-ring dating, moraine investigations, and annual measurements since 1892, has subsequently allowed a unique mass-balance model to be developed. Even more fascinating is the sampling of (ideally in-situ) stumps that attest to formerly overridden forests, artifacts of recently retreating glacial tongues across the Alpine arc (see Figure 4).  

Glacial retreats comparable to the most recent one have been reconstructed for medieval times. However, cumulative tongue-length fluctuations of the Great-Aletsch, and several other Alpine glaciers, resembling low-frequency temperature variations and thus contributing to our understanding of past amplitude ranges, are attended with a high level of causal uncertainty. Nevertheless, the Great-Aletsch glacier, the largest and best-documented glacier in the world, possesses a long history of advances and retreats recorded by radiocarbon and tree-ring dating, moraine investigations, and annual measurements since 1892, has subsequently allowed a unique mass-balance model to be developed. Even more fascinating is the sampling of (ideally in-situ) stumps that attest to formerly overridden forests, artifacts of recently retreating glacial tongues across the Alpine arc (see Figure 4).  

The examples presented herein, despite their significance, are not comprehensive enough to draw anything close to a complete picture of past temperature variability, neither for the globe and the Holocene nor for Europe and the last millennium. Yet, these data easily demonstrate the difficulty of defining a single universal corset that suits the LIA, not only for different continents but also for the various regional proxy records with their seasonal offsets. Uncertainty about the different archives and their methodological treatment further complicates our understanding of the LIA.¹⁴

A wide range of palaeoclimatic proxy bias usually results from the data used and the methods applied, or from a combination thereof (see Figure 5). In disentangling natural and anthropogenically induced climate variability during the last millennium, the main task is to improve the existing multi-proxy reconstructions and to build new ones. This approach, the advantages of which compensate for the disadvantages inherent in the individual archives, is, in our opinion, highly valuable, promising a deeper insight into the nature of the LIA and its climatological surroundings during medieval and recent times.

The association between proxy records and their instrumental targets can have a significant effect on a reconstructed climate history. In this regard, Frank et al.’s discussion of a systematic tree-ring underestimation of early instrumental temperatures challenged our general understanding of the relationship between dendro-proxy and instrumental-target data. Moreover, Frank et al. introduced meaningful corollaries to the interpretation of climate variability
during both instrumental and pre-instrumental times: First, removing the biological age trend while simultaneously retaining the relevant climatic information is challenging, especially the long-term cooling trends, since cooling conditions and age trends both result in narrower ring widths in temperature-sensitive tree-ring data. The Regional Curve Standardization (rcs) method overcomes the low-frequency limitations inherent in age-trend estimations derived for each individual tree-ring series, but it could introduce other biases. Second, annual-growth variations, particularly evident in radial increments, often reflect a previous year’s conditions. Related feedback or physiological non-linearity may shift the spectral properties of the inferred climatic variable from a “whiter” to a “redder” process (see note). Third, the choice of proper target season, climatic variable, and instabilities is crucial, given that it is the relative mixture of separate environmental variables that drives tree-growth over time.15

Moreover, the quantity of instrumental data does not remain stable over time. Generally, datasets become more and more sparse and less spatially representative the further back into the past that they go. Changes in data quantities directly affect the signal quality of any mean and its local variance, reducing possibilities for independent comparisons and verification. Last but not least, observational data can contain much nonclimatic noise caused by changes in station locations, instruments, viewing screens, recording times, observers, algorithms for the calculation of means, and other conditions at the site of measurement. Errors from these sources generally are not randomly distributed either in time or in direction.

15 Jan Esper et al., “Effect of Scaling and Regression on Reconstructed Temperature Amplitude for the Past Millennium,” Geophysical Research Letters, XXXI (2005), doi:10.1029/2004GL021236; idem et al., “Climate: Past Ranges and Future Changes,” Quaternary Science Reviews, XXIV (2005), 2164–2166; Büntgen et al., “Summer Temperature Variations”; Frank, Büntgen, et al., “Warmer Early Instrumental Measurements versus Colder Reconstructed Temperatures: Shooting at a Moving Target,” Quaternary Science Reviews, XXVI (2007a), 3298–3310. Regarding the matter of a “white” vs. a “red” process, a variance spectrum expresses the amount of variance in a time series that occurs at different frequencies or in different time scales. A white spectrum has equal variance in all time scales, whereas a red spectrum has greater variance in longer time scales than in shorter time-scales. A typical temperature record has a red variance spectrum, whereas a typical precipitation record should have a more white spectrum. The variance spectrum of a drought record, however, likely represents something in the middle; it combines signals from temperature as well as precipitation.
Long-term variance changes may cause additional amplitude shifts and spurious extremes.16

These cases exacerbate the difficulty of properly calibrating annually resolved and decisively dated archives to a dense and widespread set of reliable instrumental measurements. The situation, however, further weakens when the proxy records are of low resolution or the quality and quantity of the target network become less reliable, causing an often low level of explained variance, and the degree of freedom, to decrease even further. The upshot is that the long-term amplitude range of past changes in temperature remains poorly understood, and even greater uncertainties haunt changes in precipitation. The individual spatial domains of the different proxy records are vaguely defined, and the data are far too scanty to reflect large-scale dynamics in climate realistically, particularly for the Southern Hemisphere.17

Particularly worrisome is a simple assessment procedure that would define the quality of a “new” palaeoclimatic record by its ability to deliver higher temperatures for the medieval and recent periods than for the intervening period. Such an unscientific selection process would result in circular reasoning, greatly hampering our understanding of the earth’s climate history. Any novel study that provides unique proxy and target data and thus independently helps to reduce the large body of uncertainty in climate reconstructions is a welcome contribution, even if it does not exactly fit a previous model.

The discussion of methodologies and findings herein strongly militates against the notion that palaeoclimatic evidence for the LIA is


lacking. By reviewing a rich body of regional- to large-scale temperature reconstructions that span from the last millennium to almost the entire Holocene, we confirm the existence of several temperature depressions that occurred at different intensities and spatial ranges between c. 1350 and 1900, thus supporting the conception of an LIA. Nonetheless, by stressing the genuine uncertainties that continue to surround paleoclimatic study, this comment is intended to suggest priorities for further research about the LIA and refinement of the state of the art.